Abstract. New models for multiple time series are introduced and illustrated in an application to international currency exchange rate data. The models, based on matrix-variate normal extensions of the dynamic linear model (DLM), provide a tractable, sequential procedure for estimation of unknown covariance structure between series. A principal components analysis is carried out providing a basis for easy model assessment. A practically important elaboration of the model incorporates timevariation in covariance matrices.
Introduction
Financial investment decisions often depend critically on the relationships over time amongst several similar time series. International currency exchange rate series are a typical case, their contemporaneous variation playing an important role in decisions relating to the spread of risk in investments, as in the design of optimal portfolios (see, e.g. Granger (1972) ). In such studies, multivariate time series models are necessary to model and identify the joint structure on which these decisions depend. Extensions of DLM's are used here for estimation of covariance structure across several time series. These models are based on a general class of dynamic, matrix-variate normal DLM's introduced in Quintana (1985) . Resulting principal components analyses provide insight into the multivariate structure and also a simple guide to model choice and assessment. A practically important elaboration of the basic model is to incorporate time-variation in covariance matrices. Full details of the data and analyses may be found in Quintana & West (1986) .
The exchange rate series appear in Fig. 1 
Prior information (Given the history of the series up to t-1):
Here xt is a p-vector series of independent variables, e, an unknown p x q matrix of dynamic regression parameters, et a q-vector of errors, Gt a known p xp evolution matrix, Ft a p x q evolution error matrix, vt a known scalar variance multiplier and Wt a known p xp variance matrix. These quantities, along with the unknown qx q variance matrix X, define the structural components (2.1 a and b) of the model. The matrix normal notation in (2.1 b and c) is detailed in Quintana (1985) . In (2.1 c) a matrix-normal/inverted Wishart prior is specified for Et-l and E given the history of the series. In addition, et, Ft and e3t-are independent when S is known.
The component series of Yt follow dynamic linear models linked via the correlation structure determined by S. As a particular special case, note that if vt= 1, Gt=I and Wt=O, then the model is a standard, static (i.e. O3t=O for all t) multivariate regression. Generalisations to cases in which Yt becomes a matrix of observations are studied in Quintana (1985) . Also detailed in that paper are the components of the analysis of the model, which parallel the standard DLM theory. Observing yt provides information about et and E that is used to update (2. ic) to analogous equations with index t-1 replaced by t. This updating uses matrix analogues of the Kalman filter recurrence relationships for updating Et-and related, simple sequential updating equations for S2.
Exchange rate models
We consider the 6 series, on the shifted logarithmic scale appearing in Fig Table 1 . The first, dominant, component gives roughly equal weights to the six currencies, thus represents an average performance index relative to the British pound. In fact, after a renormalisation, it is very similar to the index of the pound used by the Bank of England. The second component weights the EEC countries roughly equally, adds in the yen at about twice the weight, and contrasts this EEC/Japan aggregate with an average USA/Canada index. The third, still significant, component drops out the North American countries, contrasting Japan with an average EEC index. Time variation in the relative well-being of the three American/European/Japanese sectors can be seen from the plot of the first three principal components, (using the final estimates in Table 1) 
Model assessment
Formal assessment of predictive performance of models using the cumulative product of observed one-step predictive densities can be applied to the entire multivariate model. For simplicity and economy, however, we assess models on the basis of forecasting performance on the univariate series obtained using the first principal component which accounts for over 65% total variation. Predictive performance on this series should carry through to the original series. From (2.1) it is not difficult to see that, with x, and G, as defined in Section 3, any linear combination of the components series follows a simple univariate linear trend DLM. Initially, the (SLT) and (RW) models, both as described in Section 3, may be compared using the Bayes' factor-just the ratio of predictive densities from the two models (Harrison & West, 1986 ). The SLT model is rapidly rejected in favour of RW which performs consistently better yielding a final cumulative Bayes' factor with value of exp(1 89-2). A similar study on the entire multivariate series confirms this message coming from the first principal component.
A (Harrison & West, 1986; Granger, 1972) . In many cases, purely stochastic variation is evident and, often, a model allowing for slow, random changes in variances can adequately capture the important features of any structural changes. A simple and natural approach to such modelling is used here in a straight forward multivariate generalisation of the discount method as in Harrison & West (1986) . Basically, the estimation of E is discounted using a discount factor ,B, (O<?/< 1), simulating a random walk type of evolution for the variance matrix which will thus be indexed by t. The net effect of the discount in the updating recurrence at time t is that the values of S,_1 and d,_1 must be replaced by 3S,_1 and 3d,-1. The factor fl multiplying the prior parameters St-1 and d,_1 before updating represents a loss of 100 (-1-1-1 
Example 2
The model chosen in Section 5 as optional for the exchange rate series with constant E is re-examined and compared with an alternative in which the only difference is the use of /3=0.95 rather than /3= 1. The overwhelming weight of evidence in favour of the dynamic variance model is evident in the Bayes' factor for /3=0.95 versus /3= 1, calculated over time and plotted, on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 3 . Note that this is based on predictive densities for the full multivariate series. The estimated 1116 from the dynamic variance model has first three principal components given in Table 2 . 
